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Inside the JFK Assassination Files, Clues to a Resolution? 
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By Jefferson Morley 

HE NATIONAL Archives is the mernory bank of 
the American nfind, the repository raw infor- 
mation about what America was and 

propriately the home of a vast collection 
dence about a question at the core of our 
tory: Who killed John F. Kennedy? 

Last week, the Central Intelligence Ager.  
90,000 pages of the documents it had acct  
the assassination. The CIA has another 18 
related to the murder of the 35th presiden 
the agency has decided, are not suitable rea  
American people. 

Those who seemed most confident at t 
last week were the independent researches  
ateur scholars who have dedicated years 
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the circumstances of Kennedy's death. One of them was 
Dan Alcorn, a public interest lawyer and a board mem-
ber of the private Assassination Archives and Research 
Center in Washington. Alcorn has litigated for more 
than a decade to obtain key assassination documents 
from the CIA; he went straight for the boxes of files 
that might contain secret congressional testimony giv-
en in the mid-1970s by one William Harvey, a ranking  
CIA official in charge of the agency's anti-Castro assas-
sination programs. 

Between 1961 and 1963, Harvey served as a liaison 
between the agency and organized crime figures who 
were enlisted to kill Castro. Harvey, who died in 1976, 
was known to loathe Robert Kennedy and to have de-
fied the directives of the Kennedy brothers during  the 
Cuban missile crisis. Details about the covert opera-
tions of would-be assassins, Mafia leaders and Kennedy 

See MC, C2, Col. 1 
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haters might be relevan to a fuller under-
standing of Nov. 22, 196 . 

"When the Senate final forced Harvey to 
testify, he opened up. Bu' his testimony isn't 
in there," Alcorn was sa g about the newly 
released files. "They still fiidn't declassify it." 
1-k seemed patient. 

was there to look for 'details about anoth-
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CIA surveillance photo pher, the other by 
a "pulse camera" focused on the doorknob. 
Any change in light araund the doorknob 
caused the Robot Star camera shutter to 
snap automatically. The oviet Embassy was 
similiarly covered d 	g working hours. 
With Oswald apparently oming and going at 

Roc two offices five tim on Sept. 27 and 28 
and Oct. 1 and 3, 1963, 	CIA thus had 10 
opportunities to take a picture of Oswald. 
The CIA says it never.raged to get Os-
wald's picture. 
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tion, investiga-
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had a photograph of Oswald. The CIA station 
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Unraveling the Mystery 
elation of CIA assassination plots and pop-
ular skepticism about the government's of-
ficial conclusion that Oswald acted alone, the 
Rouse of Representatives decided to reopen 
the Kennedy case. Oswald's visit to Mexico • 
City was an important area of inquiry for the 
House investigators. A young law student, 
Edwin Lopez, was allowed to review confi-
dential CIA records. The CIA was obliged to 
open up its files and make its agents available 
for testimony. Lopez wrote a 400-page re-
port that was partially declassified last week. 

The Lopez report makes a persuasive case 
that the CIA did, in fact, take Oswald's pic-
ture in the fall of 1963. A CIA technician is 
quoted in the report describing the surveil-
lance operation in detail. If a camera broke 
one day, he said, it was replaced the next. 
Several former CIA officers in good standing 
with the agency recalled seeing or hearing of 
surveillance photos of Oswald in the '60s. 
And the top CIA officer in Mexico at the 
time, Win Scott, stated unequivocally in an 
unpublished memoir that his subordinates at 
the CIA station in Mexico City had taken Os-
wald's picture. 

If there was a CIA photograph of Oswald in 
Mexico City, what happened to it? Whether 
or not that is relevant to the possibility of an 
assassination conspiracy, it is the CIA's in-
ability or unwillingness to answer such ques-
tions credibly that feeds the public's fear of 
conspiracy. 

T he photograph is not the only evidence 
that is missing or still being kept secret 
by the government. Most files on the 

CIA's programs to assassinate foreign leaders 
have not been made public, nor has all the 
medical evidence from the autopsy of the pres-
ident. Some documents, tantalizingly, are 
missing. For example, U.S. Army intelligence 
maintained a file on Oswald in 1963. Although 
some of its contents were shared with FBI 
investigators within 75 minutes of Oswald's 
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arrest on Nov. 22, this file was never turned over to the Warren Commission. Independent researchers later learned that the file had been "routinely destroyed" in 1973. The Dallas Po-lice Department interrogated Oswald after the murder, but no verbatim account of that inter-rogation is known to exist. 
Ah yes, you're saying, but 30 years later, does it really matter who killed JFK? 
It does. The Kennedy assassination has be-come a sort of Rohrschach test of the Amer-ican imagination. In the events of Nov. 22. 1963, we see our deepest hopes and fears about the legitimacy of American democracy. To assert that Oswald acted alone is, in that sense, an expression of confidence in Amer-icans institutions: that the executive branch and mainstream media organizations have un-covered and shared the truth about the assas-sination with the people. To believe in conspir-acy (as a solid majority of Americans do) sug-gests a profound lack of faith in these institu-tions. Clarification of the circumstances of Kennedy's death could thus have a significant effect on how many Americans feel about their government. 

Of course. many investigative trails have  

gone cold trace 1963, but is it too late to learn the truth? In terms of great historial crimes, 30 years i4 not all that long. The full story of the Katyn Forest massacre of 1944 was only revealed when Soviet government archives were opened to the public 45 years later. 
This is not to say that truth equals conspir-acy. Some af the most careful students of the assassination say only that there is still no sat-isfactory account. Critics deride the govern-ment's "magic bullet" theory, saying that it is implausible ,that two bullets caused a total of seven wounds in Kennedy and Texas Gov. John Connally. But they have not been able to definitively rebut it. Paul Hoch, editor of an assassinatioih research newsletter and a skep-tic of the goirernment's findiogs, acknowledges that the "Magic bullet" theory may be "the least bad scs}nario of what happened." 

Whether pr not Oswald acted alone, there are good reasons why senior U.S. officials (in-cluding Lync,on Johnson and Robert Kennedy), horrified by the assasination, might have sti-fled their suloicions of conspiracy. In 1963 the Cuban missile crisis was just a year old. There was a legit to fear the assassination could lead to a nuc 	war with the Soviet Union. 
If there s a conspiracy, there is good rea-son why se or U.S. officials, ,  believing they were acting out of patriotism, might have maintained 	it silence. Government files on the case hav been subject to U.S. law forbid-ding the disc' sure of the "sources and meth-ods" of intelligence agencies. The CIA's files on Oswald's exico City trip were kept secret on such gro s. In other words, U.S. law and national 	ty policy might have required the suppre 	n of relevant evidence. 

ast y 	in response to the movie "JFK," Congr 	passed legislation ordering the release of the vast majority of govern-ment files—a ibureaucractic glasnost that be-gan last week.The implications of this are pro-found. 
As the 30tIJanniversary of the assassination 

it approaches, p lic interest in the case remains intense. Medi organizations that for years shunned serious investigative work on the case are returning to it. The remaining classified 

1,0.• 
files are certain to be the subject of litigation. With the end of the Cold War, government claims that information must be withheld on "national security" grounds may be treated with more skepticism by the courts and • the media. 

The political environment has also changed. Final decisions about what government doc-uments are to be made public will be made by a five-member review panel to be appointed.by President Clinton. When asked about the. as-sassination at a "town meeting" in July. 1992, AI Gore said that he believed there was,a con-spiracy and called for the release of .41 the files. When Clinton was asked his opinion ..he said, "I agree with Senator Gore." 	—s 
For all of which we may thank the man most reviled by the Washington press corpssmOl-iver Stone. Stone's movie portrayed the,assas-sination as a "coup d'etat" by right-wing Losses in and out of the government opposed tcsKen-nedy's allegedly liberal policies. It was.-galling to political and media elites because itsgave shape to the diffuse popular suspicions.of con-spiracy. It was galling to many of the fiekl:s top researchers because it played fast and. loose with the facts. But whether you regarci 

as a "cinema of lies" or, as I do, as a slick,-sub-versive masterpiece, it changed the assasssi-nation debate forever. 
The danger is that the public's understand-ing of the case will now get stuck between the government's myth of the lone gunman, and the popular countermyth of high-level cgbspir-acy. The best available evidence makeis gear that the Warren Commission report ha§-gtre deficiencies as history. The other "official.  ver-sion" of Kennedy's death is the HouseASsas-sinations Committee's report of 1978.' The committee's conclusion—that two gunmen fired at the presidential motorcade artitsliat the murder was probably the result ofia -con-spiracy involving organized crimes figures—has yet to be proven. 

So now's the time to release all the'ilaCu-ments and answer all the nagging questions: Like, what happened to the CIA's photographs of Lee Harvey Oswald in Mexico City in the fall of '63? 
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By Jefferson Morley 

T HE NATIONAL Archives is the me ory bit* of 
the American rnind, the repository bf raw infor-
mation about what America was anis. It is ap-

propriately the home of a vast collection of new evi-
dence about a question at the core of our national his-
tory: Who killed John F. Kennedy? 

Last week, the Central Intelligence Ag cy released 
90.000 pages of the documents it had acc ulated on 
the assassination. The CIA has another 18 ,000 pages 
related to the murder of the 35th presid t but these, 
the agency has decided, are not suitable re ding for the 
American people. 

Those who seemed most confident at the Archives 
last week were the independent researchers—the am-
ateur scholars who have dedicated years to clarifying 
Jefferson Morley is an editor of Outlook. 

the circumstances of Kennedy's death. One of them was 
Dan Alcorn, a public interest lawyer and a board mem-
ber of the private Assassination Archives and Research 
Center in Washington. Alcorn has litigated for more 
than a decade to obtain key assassination documents 
from the CIA; he went straight for the boxes of files 
that might contain secret congressional testimony giv-
en in the mid-1970s by one William Harvey, a ranking 
CIA official in charge of the agency's anti-Castro assas-
sination programs. 

Between 1961 and 1963, Harvey served as a liaison 
between the agency and organized crime figures who 
were enlisted to kill Castro. Harvey, who died in 1976, 
was known to loathe Robert Kennedy and to have de-
fied the directives of the Kennedy brothers during the 
Cuban missile crisis. Details about the covert opera-
tions of would-be assassins. Mafia leaders and Kennedy 

See JFK, C2, Col, 1 
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haters might be relevan't to a fuller under-
standing of Nov. 22, 196;3. 

"When the Senate finally forced Harvey to 
testify, he opened up. But his testimony isn't 
in there," Alcorn was saying about the newly 
released files. "They still didn't declassify it." 
lie seemed patient. 
'1 was there to look for details about anoth-
eimportant but little-knpwn episode—a trip 
that the accused assassin, the mysterious 
Lee Harvey Oswald, took to Mexico City sev-
en' weeks before allegedly committing the 
crime of the century. 
--:Shortly after the vokassination, investiga-
tors learned that Oswakihad gone to Mexico 
City seeking a visa to go to Cuba and then 
the Soviet Union. The FBI asked the CIA if it 

:had a photograph of Os d. The CIA station 
ill-Mexico City promptly nt a photograph to 
Dallas and showed it t Oswald's mother. 
The man in the photo wa clearly not Oswald. 
(Who he was has never seen determined.) A 
photograph of Oswald cpuld end the specu-
lation of conspiracy thebrists that someone 
was impersonating Osw4d in Mexico City. 

It was not implausible to think that Oswald 
;had been photographed. At the time, the 
_Cuban diplomatic compdund in Mexico City 
had two entrances. On was covered by a 
CIA surveillance photo apher, the other by 

za:"pulse camera" focus d on the doorknob. 
Any change in light ai ound the doorknob 
caused the Robot Star camera shutter to 
snap automatically. The soviet Embassy was 
_siroiliarly covered during working hours. 
With Oswald apparently coming and going at 

,ffie two offices five timea on Sept. 27 and 28 
and Oct. 1 and 3, 1963, Ithe CIA thus had 10 
opportunities to take al picture of Oswald. 
The CIA says it never managed to get Os-
wald's picture. 

Thirteen years lafer in 1976, amid rev- 

elations of CIA assassination plots and pop-
ular skepticism about the government's of-
ficial conclusion that Oswald acted alone, the 
House of Representatives decided to reopen 
the Kennedy case. Oswald's visit to Mexico • 
City was an important area of inquiry for the 
House investigators. A young law student, 
Edwin Lopez, was allowed to review confi-
dential CIA records. The CIA was obliged to 
open up its files and make its agents available 
for testimony. Lopez wrote a 400-page re-
port that was partially declassified last week. 

The Lopez report makes a persuasive case 
that the CIA did, in fact, take Oswald's pic-
ture in the fall of 1963. A CIA technician is 
quoted in the report describing the surveil-
lance operation in detail. If a camera broke 
one day, he said, it was replaced the next. 
Several former CIA officers in good standing 
with the agency recalled seeing or hearing of 
surveillance photos of Oswald in the '60s. 
And the top.  CIA officer in Mexico at the 
time, Win Scott, stated unequivocally in an 
unpublished memoir that his subordinates at 
the CIA station in Mexico City had taken Os-
wald's picture. 

If there was a CIA photograph of Oswald in 
Mexico City, what happened to it? Whether 
or not that is relevant to the possibility of an 
assassination conspiracy, it is the CIA's in-
ability or unwillingness to answer such ques-
tions credibly that feeds the public's fear of 
conspiracy. 

T he photograph is not the only evidence 
that is missing or still being kept secret 
by the government. Most files on the 

CIA's programs to assassinate foreign leaders 
have not been made public, nor has all the 
medical evidence from the autopsy of the pres-
ident. Some documents, tantalizingly, are 
missing. For example, U.S. Army intelligence 
maintained a file on Oswald in 1963. Although 
some of its contents were shared with FBI 
investigators within 75 minutes of Oswald's 
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arrest on Nov. 22, this file was never turned over to the Warren Commission. Independent researchers later learned that the file had been "routinely destroyed" in 1973. The Dallas Po-lice Department interrogated Oswald after the murder, but no verbatim account of that inter-rogation is known to exist. 
Ah yes, you're saying, but 30 years later, does it really matter who killed JFK? 
It does. The Kennedy assassination has be-come a sort of Rohrschach test of the Amer-ican imagination. In the events of Nov. 22, 1963, we see our deepest hopes and fears about the legitimacy of American democracy. To assert that Oswald acted alone is, in that sense, an expression of confidence in Amer-icans institutions: that the executive branch and mainstream media organizations have un-covered and shared the truth about the assas-sination with the people. To believe in conspir-acy (as a solid majority of Americans do) sug-gests a profound lack of faith in these institu-tions. Clarification of the circumstances of Kennedy's death could thus have a significant effect on how many Americans feel about their government. 

Of course, many investigative trails have  

gone cold since 1963, but is it too late to learn the truth? In terms of great historial crimes, 30 years is not all that long. The full story of the Katyn Forest massacre of 1944 was only revealed vlhen Soviet government archives were opened to the public 45 years later. This is nOt to say that truth equals conspir-acy. Some of the most careful students of the assassinatioh say only that.there is still no sat-isfactory account Critics deride the govern-ment's "magic bullet" theory, saying that it is implausible that two bullets caused a total of seven wounds in Kennedy and Texas Gov. John Connally. But they have not been able to definitively rebut it. Paul Hoch, editor of an assassination research newsletter and a skep-tic of the goiemment's findings, acknowledges that the "magic bullet" theory may be "the least bad sce4iario of what happened." 
Whether Or not Oswald acted alone, there are good reasons why senior U.S. officials (in-cluding Lyndbn Johnson and Robert Kennedy), horrified by the assasination, might have sti-fled their suspicions of conspiracy. In 1963 the Cuban missile crisis was just a year old. There was a legitimate fear the assassination could lead to a nucFpr war with the Soviet Union. If there was a conspiracy, there is good rea-son why senior U.S. officials, believing they were acting out of patriotisM, might have maintained their silence. Government files on the case have been subject to U.S. law forbid-ding the disclOsure of the "sources and meth-ods" of intelligence agencies. The CIA's files on Oswald's Mexico City trip were kept secret on such grounds. In other words. U.S. law and national security policy might have required the suppression of relevant evidence. 

L ast year, in response to the movie "JFK," Congress passed legislation ordering the release 4f the vast majority of govern-ment files—a bureaucractic glasnost that be-gan last week. The implications of this are pro-found. 
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approaches, pu 	interest in the case remains intense. M ' organizations that for years shunned serious investigative work on the case are returning to it. The remaining dassif.ed 

A-a files are certain to be the subject of litigation. With the end of the Cold War, government claims that information must be withheld:on "national security" grounds may be treated with more skepticism by the courts andi the media. 
The political environment has also changed. Final decisions about what government ,doc-uments are to be made public will be made. by a five-member review panel to be appointed,by President Clinton. When asked about the,as-sassination at a "town meeting" in July41992, Al Gore said that he believed there was:a con-spiracy and called for the release of :a11–the files. When Clinton was asked his opinkxvhe said, "I agree with Senator Gore." 

For all of which we may thank the man most reviled by the Washington press corjasmOl-iver Stone. Stone's movie portrayed the,asas-sination as a "coup d'etat" by right-wing, ces in and out of the government opposed to Ken-nedy's allegedly liberal policies. It was.g4ling to political and media elites because it...gave shape to the diffuse popular suspicions,of con-spiracy. It was galling to many of the fieltrs,top researchers because it played fast an4,1c9se with the facts. But whether you regard .3F1(" as a "cinema of lies" or, as I do, as a slicyoub-versive masterpiece, it changed the assassi-nation debate forever. 
The danger is that the public's understand-ing of the case will now get stuck betw6iiiihe government's myth of the lone gunnifio;:and the popular countermyth of high-level cgspir-acy. The best available evidence makeA Near that the Warren Commission report has-grAve deficiencies as history. The other "officialyer-sion" of Kennedy's death is the House'A'sgas-sinations Committee's report of 1975.-''.The committee's conclusion—that two Lunrhen fired at the presidential motorcade acid thatthe murder was probably the result ofrton-spiracy involving organized crimes figireS-has yet to be proven. 

So now's the time to release all thenaCu-merits and answer all the nagging questions: Like, what happened to the CIA's photographs of Lee Harvey Oswald in Mexico City in the fall of '63? 
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